Vero Beach Elementary School
Unified Dress Policy

Shirts

• Any SOLID colored POLO shirt (NO Logos)
• Must have a COLLAR
• Short or long sleeve
• Must be long enough to tuck in

Pants, Shorts, Skirts, Skorts, Capris, or Jumpers

• Khaki, navy blue, black, gray, dark green only
• Docker or similar style
• Must fit securely at the waist
• Suggestion: Elastic waists are best for K-1 students. Avoid buttons and snaps.
• Shorts, skirts, and skorts length must be at least mid-thigh
• There should be no holes, designs, tattered, or frayed materials

Shoes/Socks

• Regular sneakers only (not boot length, to knee)
• Must be laced-up or Velcro
• Must securely fit so that they don’t slide off

School Spirit Fridays

Students may wear their Vero Beach Elementary T-Shirt with school uniform pants, skirts, skorts, or jumper. Jeans may be worn on Fridays if the student is wearing a spirit shirt.